
Dear Ed, 	 12/1/81 
sorry not to have responded sooner. 
I's sending the Dodd letter to you on to "ark Allen, who has filed suit against the FBI for what it let the USCA have. What can Dodd have learned if he refers 

anyone to Blakey? 

also noticed that Tom Davis got some Oswald in new Orleans copies and is selling them for S25. The copies I've been expecting haven't come here yet and I've no orders for any. I was not able to keep a list of those who'd asked for copies 
when I had none. 

You refer to a .310K s lecture there. By whom? Do you think they'll really hold 
a anposium? Of the Lanes and Liftons perhaps? 

While I have no personallnowledge, I believe I did hear that all JFK assassi - nation references were deleted from the ItItello tapes. 
In your various comments about Ray, that he always liea is not my experience or observation. He may lie a bit but he evades in preference. The stuff Hsa& used against bim I got and earlier had taken up with him. like onthe laundry, he persisted in 

telling me that he had gone to ATlanta to get it and that he had left it earlier. I don't question the laundry's records but thlt doesn't mean that someone else didn't take the laundry in for him. Hdte no purpose is served by a lie anyway. 
I doubt the Spica assassination is related to any of this. 
I don't have Lane's bodes on jonestoth. You quote part that refers to me, in 

Lane's add okrruoiztion of everything. I'd aplzeciate a xerox of the passage and what is just before and just after it. Of course I never said that I'd worked for the FBI. 
Ought not the library place some kind of note in their cops of Forewell America so all those kids wort be deceived and rialod? Tricky matter but they ought not believe it is any more real than the Proctocols of the Elders of Um. 
Hope all is going well with and for you. I'm OK, about as was, only I'll be 

less able to spend time outdoors when it gets real cold. 
Thanks and best wishes, 
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